Siren Series by Tricia Rayburn YP FIC RAYBURN
After her sister's sudden death, seventeen-year-old
Vanessa investigates a series of inexplicable drownings
off the coast of Winter Harbor, Maine, and uncovers an
unimaginable secret that changes everything.
Bleeding Violet by Dia Reeves YP FIC REEVES A
mentally ill sixteen-year-old girl reunites with her estranged mother in an East Texas town that is haunted
with doors to dimensions of the dead and protected by
demon hunters called Mortmaine.
Misfit by Jon Skovron YP FIC SKOVRON Seattle
sixteen-year-old Jael must negotiate normal life in
Catholic school while learning to control the abilities
she inherited from her mother, a demon, and protect
those she loves from Belial, the Duke of Hell.
Blackbriar by William Sleator YP FIC SLEATOR
In the attempt to decipher a number of strange events
after he moves into an old cottage, an orphaned teenaged boy discovers a group of English folk engaged in
Devil worship.
Wildblood by Kate Thompson YP FIC THOMPSON
Shortly before she turns fifteen and loses the power to
"Switch," Tess spends time in the Irish countryside
trying out different animal forms, but when her cousins
disappear in the woods she must face her fears to save
them.

Are you tired of vampires, werewolves, fallen angels, and fairies? Or do you still love books
about the aforementioned mystical creatures but still find yourself wanting more wanting
something different? This handy
bibliography is a collection of
some of our newest paranormal
fiction for young adults without
the usual paranormal creatures.
You’ll find demons, changelings,
wendigos, werecreatures, maori
ghosts, and more.

The Curse of the Wendigo by Richard Yancey YP
FIC YANCEY In 1888, twelve-year-old Will Henry
chronicles his apprenticeship with Dr. Warthrop, a New
England scientist who hunts and attempts to destroy the
Wendigo, a creature that starves even as it gorges itself
on human flesh.
A Need So Beautiful by Suzanne Young YP FIC
YOUNG A compelling Need that Charlotte has felt all
her life is growing stronger, forcing her to connect with
people in crisis, but at the same time other changes are
taking place and she is terrified by what must happen
next.
The Replacement by Brenda Yovanoff YP FIC
YOVANOFF When the creatures under the hill want
him back, Mackie Doyle must decide where he belongs
and what he wants.
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Starstruck by Cyn Balog YP FIC BALOG Dough is
surprised when her long-distance boyfriend returns
after four years and still finds her beautiful, despite
her seventy-pound weight gain, until Dough learns
that he is a member of the Luminati--an ancient cult of
astrologers who can manipulate the stars to improve
their lives.
The Beastly bride: Tales of the Animal People YP
FIC BEASTLY A collection of stories and poems
relating to animal transfiguration legends from around
the world, retold and reimagined by various authors.
Chime by Franny Billingsley YP FIC BILLINGS In
the early twentieth century in Swampsea, Briony, who
can see the spirits that haunt the marshes around their
town, feels responsible for her twin sister's horrible
injury until a young man enters their lives and exposes
secrets that even Briony does not know about.
Abandon by Meg Cabot YP FIC CABOT A neardeath experience, a horrible incident at school, and a
move from Connecticut to Florida have turned seventeen-year-old Pierce's life upside-down, but when she
needs him most John Hayden is always there, helping
but reminding her of her visit to the Underworld.
Clockwork Angel by Cassandra Clare YP FIC
CLARE When Tessa Fell's older brother suddenly
vanishes, her search for him leads her into Victorianera London's dangerous supernatural underworld.
When she discovers that she herself is a Downworlder, she must learn to trust the demon-killing
Shadowhunters if she ever wants to learn to control
her powers and find her brother.
Tempest Rising by Tracy Deebs YP FIC DEEBS On
her seventeenth birthday, Tempest must decide
whether to remain a human and live on land or submit
to her mermaid half, like her mother before her, and
enter into a long-running war under the sea.
The Painted Boy by Charles De Lint YP FIC DELINT High-schooler Jay Li finds himself in the Arizona desert performing dangerous feats as part of his
journey to prove himself a worthy member of the part
human, part dragon Yellow Dragon Clan.

Stork by Wendy Delsol YP FIC DELSOL After her
parents' divorce, Katla moves from Los Angeles to
Norse Falls, Minnesota, where Kat discovers a kinship
with a mysterious group of elderly women--the Icelandic
Stork Society--who "deliver souls."
Ice by Sarah Beth Durst YP FIC DURST When a
Polar Bear King comes to claim Cassie for his bride, she
must decide whether to go with him and save her longlost mother, or continue helping her father with his research.
The Wild by Christopher Golden YP FIC GOLDEN
Seventeen-year-old jack London makes the arduous
journey to the Yukon's gold fields in 1893, becoming
increasingly uneasy about supernatural forces in the wilderness that seem to have taken a special interest in him.
Half World by Hiromi Goto YP FIC GOTO When her
mother is kidnapped, Melanie, the human daughter of
parents from the Half World, a limbo between Earth and
the afterlife, is forced to follow her missing mother to
Half World, from which neither may return alive.
Falling Under by Gwen Hayes YP FIC HAYES When
sheltered teenager Theia meets Haden, the handsome
new boy at her school who is the same figure that has
visited her in her dreams, she has no way of knowing the
extent to which her life will ultimately be changed.
Guardian of the Dead by Karen Healey YP FIC
HEALEY New Zealand boarding school student Ellie
Spencer must use her rusty tae kwon do skills and newfound magic to try to stop a race of creatures from Maori
myth and legend that is plotting to kill millions of humans in order to regain their lost immortality.

Darkness Becomes Her by Kelly Keaton YP FIC
KEATON In post-apocalyptic New Orleans, now a
sanctuary for supernatural beings, a hardened teenager
on the run searches for the truth about her monstrous
heritage and discovers a curse that could ignite the ancient war between gods and monster
Other by Karen Kincy YP FIC KINCY Gwen Williams is like any seventeen-year-old except that she is a
shapeshifter living in Klikamuks, Washington, where
not everyone tolerates "Others" like Gwen, but when
someone begins killing Others she must try to embrace
her true self and find the killer before she becomes the
next victim.
Hold Me Closer, Necromancer by Lish McBride YP
FIC MCBRIDE Sam LaCroix, a Seattle fast-food
worker and college dropout, discovers that he is a necromancer, part of a world of harbingers, werewolves,
satyrs, and one particular necromancer who sees Sam
as a threat to his lucrative business of raising the dead.
Luminous by Dawn Metcalf YP FIC METCALF
Sixteen-year-old Consuela suddenly and inexplicably
finds herself in the parallel universe of the Flow, where
she and other teens with extraordinary abilities safeguard a world where they no longer belong.
Betrayal: Haunting Emma by Lee Nichols YP FIC
NICHOLS After learning that she is descended from a
legendary ghostkeeper, Emma faces terrible forces as
she tries to dispel Neos, find her family, and discover a
way to be with Bennett without either of them losing
their powers.

Ripple by Amanda Hubbard YP FIC HUBBARD
Lexi, a siren who has managed to prevent herself from
hurting anyone for two years, finds herself falling in
love during her senior year of high school.

Akata Witch by Nnedi Okorafor-Mbachu YP FIC
OKORAFOR Twelve-year-old Sunny Nwazue, an
American-born albino child of Nigerian parents, moves
with her family back to Nigeria, where she learns that
she has latent magical powers which she and three
similarly gifted friends use to catch a serial killer.

Need by Carrie Jones YP FIC JONES After the death
of her stepfather, high school junior Zara goes to live
with her grandmother in a small Maine town, where new
friends tell Zara the strange man she keeps seeing may
be a pixie king, and that only "were" creatures can stop
him from taking souls.

Lost Voices by Sarah Porter YP FIC PORTER Assaulted and left on the cliffs outside of her Alaskan
fishing village by her abusive uncle, Luce expects to
die when she tumbles into the icy waters below, but
instead transforms into a mermaid
.

